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Abstract
The article investigates the possibility that right-handed neutrinos are Majorana states incor-
porated in a multiplicative group factor U(1)R. We review the mixing of the new gauge boson
with Zµ and investigate new fermion couplings that influence elastic neutrino–electron scattering
and coherent scattering on nuclei. These interactions are mediated either by Zµ boson through
mixing with the new state or directly by Majorana neutrinos in case they are present in neutrino
beams. We review the experimental results for elastic neutrino–electron scattering and obtain
upper bounds for the effective coupling constants as a function of the mass mX . Finally we show
that the two reactions are correlated.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Majorana neutrinos are introduced in many articles and for diverse reasons. Some ar-
ticles study their effective couplings as is the case with the anapole form factor [1–3] and
neutrinoless double beta decays [4, 5]. In most articles right-handed Majorana neutrinos
(RHMN) are introduced in the mass matrix ”by hand” and the Majorana term is chosen to
be diagonal. However, it is more interesting to embed RHMNs into a large group and study
their gauge invariant couplings. In this case, the theory must contain a larger group because
the structure and properties of the SU(2)L × U(1) gauge fields are well known and agree
with experiments. The new group can be a multiplicative abelian or non-abelian factor. In
this article we select an additional U(1)R factor acting on RHMNs.
The properties of the vector bosons and their mixing with the standard bosons are well
known from previous publications [6–13]. In fact, there is a very extensive list of U(1)R
models and is not possible to discuss most of them. Some articles associate the new gauge
boson with a long-range fifth force. We consider here the possibility that right-handed
neutrinos couple initially to the gauge boson of the U(1)R group as Majorana particles.
A second possibility is an extension based on the gauge group SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)B−L
where the RHMNs become the parity partners of the light neutrinos [14] producing left-right
symmetric models. In both cases there are interesting results for investigation.
As mentioned above, we introduce one Majorana neutrino in each generation. We review
briefly the mass generation for the U(1)R gauge bosons and in addition the gauge invariant
couplings and hypercharges of the fermions. We consider the weak triangle anomalies gener-
ated by new couplings and describe how they are eliminated. Our interest on the extended
model is motivated by the possibility of observing deviations in reactions introduced by the
new structures of the model. In section III we discuss the constrains introduced by the ρ
parameter and obtain a bound for the new gauge coupling. We discuss the possibility of a
lightX boson and describe the changes introduced to antineutrino–electron elastic scattering
through mixing or from the new contribution, like
NM + e
− → NM + e− (1)
when the Xµ boson is exchanged. The spectrum for the recoiling electron is different. An
analysis for the differential cross section [13] determines ranges for the coupling constant as
2
a function of mX .
In Section IV we discuss the coherent scattering of the new particles on nuclei and deter-
mine the range of parameters. The new interactions are mediated either by the Zµ bosons
acquiring small components through mixing or by the presence of Majorana neutrinos in
the beams. The latter requires the production of new fluxes in beam dump experiments or
in cosmic rays.
Finally, the new version of the article is an improvement of version (v1) by including
results from recent articles [15, 20–24] and comments that we received [6, 13, 16].
II. A MODEL WITH CHIRAL GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS
The Majorana field can be written as
NM =
1√
2
(ΨR +Ψ
c
R)
with ΨR =
(
1 + γ5
2
)
Ψ. This field cannot be subjected to gauge transformations of the
form
NM → N ′M (x) = eiε(x)NM(x) (2)
because N¯MγµNM = 0. We can subject the field to a chiral gauge transformation
NM → N ′M (x) = eiε(x)(1+γ5)NM(x) (3)
N¯M → N¯ ′M(x) = N¯M(x)e−iε(x)(1−γ
5) (4)
where ε(x) is a function. Then the Lagrangian remains invariant
LM = N¯M iγµ
(
∂
∂xµ
+ igX
YX
2
(1 + γ5)Xˆµ
)
NM −
1
4
ΘµνΘµν (5)
provided
Xˆ ′µ → Xˆµ −
1
gXYX/2
∂ε
∂xµ
(6)
3
and
Θµν = ∂µXˆν − ∂νXˆµ. (7)
Finally, we add the new LM to the SU(2)L × U(1) Lagrangian by enlarging the group to
SU(2)L×U(1)×U(1)R. A mass for the Xµ boson is introduced with a new Higgs singlet σ(x)
coupled only to Xˆµ and acquiring a vacuum expectation value (VEV) v0/
√
2. Its contribution
will be (1/4)g2XY
′2(v20/2) in which case Xµ does not mix with the other gauge bosons but
remains isolated (without additional interactions). A more interesting case appears when
the mass for Xˆµ is generated from both the Higgs doublet of the Standard Model and the
term described above [6–8, 10].
The new covariant derivative acting on the standard Higgs φ(x) is
Dµφ(x) =
(
∂µ + igt
jWˆ jµ + ig
′Y
2
Bˆµ + igX
YX
2
Xˆµ
)
φ(x) (8)
with tj = τ j/2 and τ j are the Pauli matrices. The couplings g, g′, gX and the charges t
j , Y ,
YX have their traditional meanings. The hypercharge YX when it appears between fields is
an operator. When it is out of the product it is replaced by its eigenvalue with the subscript
indicating the field to which it refers. Similar models were studied in the past [6–11] with
the extra U(1) but without Majorana neutrinos. After symmetry breaking the square of the
mass matrix for the gauge fields (Wˆµ, Bˆµ, Xˆµ) attains the form
M2 =
1
4


g2 −gg′ −ggXYϕ
−gg′ g′2 g′gXYϕ
−ggXYϕ g′gXYϕ g2XQ˜2X

 v
2
2
, (9)
where YX = Yϕ is the hypercharge of the Higgs doublet in U(1)R and
M233 =
1
4
g2XQ˜
2
X
v2
2
=
1
4
(
g2XY
2
ϕ + g
2
XY
′2v
2
0
v2
)
v2
2
. (10)
In the specific extension the photon remains massless and both electromagnetism and
charged current interactions are not affected [6, 10, 11, 13]. The physical fields are related
to the initial gauge fields as follows
Aµ = sW Wˆ
3
µ + cW Bˆµ, (11)
Zµ = cα
(
cWWˆ
3
µ − sW Bˆµ
)
− sαXˆµ, (12)
4
Xµ = sα
(
cWWˆ
3
µ − sW Bˆµ
)
+ cαXˆµ, (13)
where cW = cos θW , sW = sin θW with θW being the Weinberg angle and cα = cosα,
sα = sinα define a new mixing angle α given by [6]
c2α =
g2 + g′2
g2 + g′2 + g2XY
2
ϕ
. (14)
We propose that the right-handed neutrinos couple to Xˆµ with an interaction invariant
under chiral gauge transformations. The new coupling is
LMNC = −gX
YM
2
N¯Mγ
µγ5NMXˆµ = gX
YM
2
N¯Mγ
µγ5NM (sαZµ − cαXµ). (15)
The mixing of the gauge bosons introduced a small coupling of the Majorana to the Zµ
boson and a large coupling to Xµ. The coupling to Zµ brings a new decay mode and new
interactions to be investigated in the next section.
There are now new couplings of the Xµ boson to the leptons of the first generation [6–11]
LNC(Xµ) = −
{
gsα
4cW
[
u¯νγ
µ(1− γ5)uν − (1− 4s2W )u¯eγµue + u¯eγµγ5ue
]
+gXcαΨ¯Lγ
µYΨ
2
ΨL + gXcαΨ¯Rγ
µYΨ
2
ΨR
}
Xµ. (16)
The terms on the first line of this equation originate from the mixing Xµ with the gauge
fields of the standard model. The terms on the second line are the direct couplings of Xµ
to isodoublets, ΨL, and isosinglets, ΨR, of the standard model which include also NM . The
hypercharges YΨ refer to the U(1)R hypercharges as in (17)–(20). When the leptons and
quarks acquire masses from the traditional Higgs doublet the couplings must be invariant
under U(1)R transformations, i.e. the sum of the hypercharges of each Yukawa trilinear
must add to zero. This gives the relations [6]
YuR = YuL,dL − Yϕ (17)
YdR = YuL,dL + Yϕ (18)
5
YeR = YeL,νL + Yϕ. (19)
In our case the Dirac mass for the neutrinos is generated from the Yukawa coupling
(ν¯L e¯L)

 φ¯0
φ−

NR + h.c. (20)
and gives an additional relation
YM = YNR = YeL,νL − Yϕ. (21)
In this manner there are three independent fermionic charges for each generation.
Another aspect of the theory is a new triangle anomaly that contains three external Xµ
fields with the Dirac or Majorana fermions circulating in the loop. The triangles have either
three axial vertices, or one axial and two vector vertices. The hypercharge relations (17)–(21)
play an important role in eliminating them, as shown in the next section.
III. CONSTRAINS ON THE MIXING ANGLE AND THE NEW COUPLINGS
The new model is subject to constrains which we point out in this section. The eigenvalues
of the mass matrix (9) are complicated algebraic functions, but the leading terms are simple
and sufficient for the analysis. The Z boson mass has a new contribution
mZ =
1
2
v
√
g2 + g′2 + g2XY
2
ϕ . (22)
A limit on the mixing angle is obtained from the ρ parameter which is modified
m2W
m2Z
=
g2
g2 + g′2 + g2XY
2
ϕ
= c2W c
2
α. (23)
The experimental value for the ratio
ρ =
m2W
m2Zc
2
W
= c2α = 1.00037± 0.00023 (24)
restricts the mixing angle. To within two standard deviations∗
0.99991 ≤ c2α ≤ 1 (25)
∗ The value of c2
α
is very close to unity so that the strengths of the neutral relative to the charged current
coupling in the standard model are for practical cases the same.
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restricting s2α < 8 × 10−5 or sα ≤ 9 × 10−3 ≈ 0.01 [16]. The diagonalization of the mass
matrix in (9) – in the limit (v0/v)
2 ≪ 1 – provides the relation
gXcαYϕ =
gsα
cW
. (26)
One obtains the same relation from (14) but with ± signs because a square root is involved.
The above relation leads to the upper bound
gXcαYϕ < 2.3× 10−3. (27)
We show later on that the upper bound produces substantial effects on antineutrino–electron
scattering and must be restricted even more.
In the small mass limit the second eigenvalue of the mass matrix is
mX =
1
2
gXYϕv0 (28)
which for a VEV v0 ∼ 1 GeV gives a mass of the order of MeV or smaller. There are at least
two reactions that are affected by the new restriction: elastic neutrino–electron scattering
and coherent scattering on nuclei.
The complete interaction of Xµ with leptons of the first generation is
LNC(Xµ) = −
gsα
4cW
{
u¯νγ
µ(1− γ5)uν − (1− 4s2W )u¯eγµue
}
Xµ
+
gXcα
4
{
YeLu¯νγ
µ(1− γ5)uν + (2YeL + Yϕ) u¯eγµue + (YeL − Yϕ) N¯Mγµγ5NM
}
Xµ. (29)
The structure of (29) requires several remarks.
i) The axial vector term, − gsα
4cW
u¯eγ
µγ5ue, on the first line of equation (16) has been
cancelled by the term gXcα
4
Yϕu¯eγ
µγ5ue in the second line of (16) by virtue of relation (26).
The remaining coupling of Xµ to electrons is pure vector.
ii) The Majorana term on the second line of (29) requires special attention because NM
is a particle with its own mass and quantum number. When produced in a beam it has its
own interactions. However, when it occurs in intermediate states, like the triangle graphs,
the contribution from YeLN¯Mγ
µγ5NM cancels at high momenta against the contribution of
YeLu¯νγ
µγ5uν in (29).
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iii) Finally, the contribution gsα
4cW
u¯νγ
µγ5uν cancels in loop diagrams with the term
−gXcα
4
YϕN¯Mγ
µγ5NM by virtue of (26). Thus in triangle diagrams with three external
Xµ bosons the anomalies cancel.
In addition to the above simplifications, axial couplings appear in vertices of the Zµ
boson. There is the axial current of the form gcα
cW
ψ¯Lγ
µγ5(τ3/2)ψL and also
gXsα
4
Yϕ[u¯νγ
µ(1−
γ5)uν − u¯eγµ(1− γ5)ue]. Diagrams with one axial τ3 vertex and two U(1)R vertices produce
a vanishing trace. The remaining currents proportional to gXsα are combinations of baryon,
lepton and hypercharge currents and an appropriate combination among them eliminates
the anomalies. One can check that the conditions summarized in Tab. I and equations (3.1)–
(3.4) of reference [7] are satisfied provided YeL = −3YuL and assignment of hypercharges to
corresponding particles of each generation are the same.
A very clean channel to search for new effects are neutrino–electron and antineutrino–
electron scattering where the electrons recoil in the forward direction. There are two types
of amplitudes generated by the new couplings of Xµ. The first amplitude originates from
couplings of Xµ to the standard neutrinos in the beam
Me =
(
− gsα
4cW
+
gXcα
4
YeL
)
u¯νγ
µ(1− γ5)uν i
m2X + 2Teme
gXcα
4
(2YeL + Yϕ) u¯eγµue
= i
(gXcα
4
)2 (YeL − Yϕ)(2YeL + Yϕ)
m2X + 2Teme
u¯νγ
µ(1− γ5)uν u¯eγµue, (30)
where we introduced the approximation 2YeL + 2Yϕ(1− 2s2W ) ≈ 2YeL + Yϕ. This amplitude
interferes with the term of the standard model. For reasons that we explain below, we
assume that the new contribution to the cross section is at most 20%, which determines the
new coupling as a function of mX .
Two experiments CHARM [17] and TEXONO [18] measured the leptonic reactions at two
different energies. The CHARM Collaboration [17] reported the differential cross section
as a function of the recoiling energy and showed that the experimental points follow the
distribution of the standard model. The error bars, however, are larger than 25% and the
normalization is in arbitrary units. The TEXONO Collaboration [18] obtained results at
lower energies 3 < Eν < 8 MeV and reported results integrated over the recoiling energy of
the electrons. The error bars for the integrated cross section are again 25% or larger.
The MINERvA Collaboration collected a significant number elastic scatterings of neutri-
nos and antineutrinos on electrons. For the various flavors in the beam they used standard
8
mX in MeV
√
λ =
gXcα
4
[(YeL − Yϕ)(2YeL + Yϕ)]1/2
1 1.5× 10−6
5 4.8× 10−6
10 0.9× 10−5
100 0.9× 10−4
1000 0.9× 10−3
TABLE I. Upper bound of the effective coupling for elastic antineutrino–electron scattering as a
function of the light mediator mass.
model cross sections in order to constraint the low [19] and medium energy [20] flux. In-
cluding a new contribution, like the one in this article, will slightly modify the flux. Finally,
efforts for improving the results of the COHERENT experiment led to a new measurement
of the quenching factor (QF) for CsI(Na) and an assessment of previous calibrations [21].
This motivated new theoretical analysis of the COHERENT data [22–24], which brought
the central value of the Weinberg angle close to the world average with a combined error
of 20% (sin2 θW = 0.238 ± 0.045). Under these circumstances it is justified to adopt the
approach that an additional contribution to the cross section of 20% is not excluded.
In the model the additional contribution modifies the vector coupling at the electron
vertex gV → gV + κ with
κ =
√
2
G
(gXcα
4
)2 (YeL − Yϕ)(2YeL + Yϕ)
m2X + 2meEνx
=
√
2
G
λ
m2X + sx
(31)
with λ = (gXcα/4)
2(YeL − Yϕ)(2YeL + Yϕ) and x = Te/Eν .
Next, we address the question of determining the coupling constant. Since the TEXONO
experiment integrated over the the electron spectrum we shall assume that the new terms
integrated over the electron recoiling energy are smaller than 20% of the standard model
contribution. This gives the condition
√
2
G
λ
∫ 1
0
[(gV − gA) + (gV + gA)(1− x)2]
1
m2X + sx
dx
(gV − gA)2 + 13(gV + gA)2
≤ 0.1. (32)
In this relation we kept only the interference term and integrated over x. For m2X ≤ s
we use the exact integral and for m2X ≫ s we approximate the propagator by 1/m2X . A
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consequence of the condition are the values for the coupling constant as a function of mX
presented in Tab. I. They indicate the sensitivity that can be reached by experiments. With
the couplings in Tab. I the cross section for elastic scattering is determined including the
contribution of the new terms. The interference term obtains the form
(
dσ
dTe
)
INT
=
√
2Gme
pi
λ[(gV − gA) + (gV + gA)(1− x)2]
1
m2X + sx
. (33)
The dependence on the recoiling energy including the propagator of a light Xµ boson de-
termines the shape of the curve. In Fig. 1 we chose an energy Eν = 8 MeV and a mass
m2X = 8 MeV
2. The standard model cross section is shown with a dashed curve. We assume
the interference to be constructive and their sum is the solid curve. There is a small change
in the shape of the spectrum with the additional cross section being sizable at x ≤ 0.5. In
the same figure we plotted the quadratic addition to the cross section but this time multi-
plied by a factor of twenty in order to be visible. This contribution is flatter but smaller.
The same curve also gives the recoiling spectrum for reaction (1) when Majorana neutrinos
are present in a beam.
IV. COHERENT ELASTIC NEUTRINO–NUCLEUS SCATTERING
In the extended model there are also new couplings for the quark fields; the couplings for
the up and down quarks have the following form
L′(Xµ) = − gsα
4cW
{
(u¯γµu− d¯γµd)− s2W
(
8
3
u¯γµu− 4
3
d¯γµd
)}
Xµ
+
gXcα
4
{
2YuL
(
u¯γµu+ d¯γµd
)− Yϕ (u¯γµu− d¯γµd)}Xµ. (34)
The terms on the first line are generated by the Zµ − Xµ mixing. Again there are can-
cellations between axial couplings which we took into account. The dominant term for
coherent scattering of neutrinos on nuclei is the one proportional to 2YuL plus a smaller
term proportional to 2s2W/3 from the first line. The additional amplitude is
MC = −
(gXcα
4
)2 (YeL − Yϕ)2YuL
m2X + 2MT
u¯νγµ(1− γ5)uν
[
u¯γµu+ d¯γµd
]
(35)
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with the quark vertex being the baryon current, whose matrix element between nuclei gives
the atomic number times a from factor.
The new amplitude contributes coherently to the cross section producing
dσ
dT
=
[
1 +
2
√
2
QWG
(gXcα
4
)2 (YeL − Yϕ)2YuL
m2X + 2MT
A
]2(
dσ
dT
)
SM
. (36)
Here (dσ/dT )SM is the standard model cross section with T the recoiling kinetic energy of
the nucleus, QW = [(1− 4s2W )Z −N ] and A is the atomic number of the nucleus. Allowing
1σ uncertainty for the Weinberg angle brings a change on the value of the cross section
larger than 20%. Thus assuming the contribution of the new amplitude to be smaller than
10% of the amplitude for the standard model restricts the coupling constant to be
gXcα[(YeL − Yϕ)2YuL]1/2 < 10−4 for m2X ≪ 2MT. (37)
For the COHERENT experiment the energy range is 16 < Eν < 53 MeV and the values
for 2MT correspond to the higher values in Tab. I. In addition, the hypercharges in gauge
theories are close to each other, consequently the bound in (37) is consistent with the values
of the table.
In Fig. 2 we plotted the exclusion regions for the coupling constants from various experi-
ments. The upper curve corresponds to the bound from (27) and is rather weak. The middle
curve is from coherent elastic neutrino–nucleus scattering. For values of m2X . 2MT ≈
3.6 × 103 MeV2 the curve is flat and the mass of Xµ becomes visible for mX ≥ 60 MeV.
The most restrictive values come from ν¯e + e
− → ν¯e + e− scattering where the momentum
transfer squared for the electrons 2meTe is very small of O(8 eV
2) and the excluded region
for the coupling begins to grow at a small value of mX . The bounds in Fig. 2 are comparable
to those reported in other publications [22, 23, 30]. Whatever differences may exist between
the articles can be accounted for by the different approaches (universal couplings versus
gauge couplings) and methods for analysing the data.
In our discussion we assumed constructive interference. In Fig. 12 of [30] the relative
signs of the standard model and the new contribution are opposite producing a significant
destructive interference. In Fig. 14 of the same article the excluded region of couplings for
ν − e elastic scattering is close to the values in our Tab. I.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Majorana neutrinos are natural states of field theories, but so far they have not been
detected. One possible reason may be that Majoranas belong to a different group than
SU(2)L × U(1). The new group may be a multiplicative factor to the standard model
and mixes weakly with standard model generators. The possibility is attractive enough
to motivate the investigation of models searching for signatures that are characteristic of
Majorana neutrinos.
In this article we investigated the simplest extension of the standard model by introducing
a U(1)R factor acting on Majorana states. For the structure of the new gauge bosons and
their mixing with the generators of the standard model we adopted results from previous
publications [6–13]. Two important types of terms are generated: one from the mixing
among gauge bosons and another from direct couplings of Xµ. The two types of terms
are intimately related and we pointed out several cancellations between the terms. Similar
relations will be present in more complicated theories. We found that anomalies cancel when
we select YeL = −3YuL and assign the same hypercharges to corresponding particles of each
generation. Furthermore, calculations with right-handed Majorana fermions and an axial
coupling are the same as for Dirac fermions and the same γµγ5 coupling.
From the ρ parameter we obtained a bound for the mixing angle sα which through gauge
invariance restricts the new coupling constant as in (27). With the formalism we can compute
contributions to (anti)neutrino–electron scattering. To this end we reviewed the available
data for this reaction and concluded that contributions as large as 20% are not excluded
by the available data. Then we included the additional terms to the gV couplings of the
electron and plotted the changes in the cross section. The detection of new effects requires
an independent determination of neutrino or antineutrino flux in addition to the precise
measurement of the recoiling energy of electrons.
A second process is coherent scattering of neutrinos on nuclei. The dependence of the
cross section on the small recoiling energy will be the same as in the standard model. The
corresponding amplitude has a pure baryonic current coupled to quarks which enhances the
cross section. This is an advantage of the model, that the couplings are related through
gauge invariance and correlations among various reactions are possible. The searches for
new effects must rely on the absolute rate of the cross section.
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The observable effects we discussed for the reactions rely mostly on the mixing of Xµ
with the Zµ boson. To observe reactions induced by the Majorana neutrinos it is necessary
to create them in operating beams. This may occur in beam dump experiments [31], where
reactions with the Xµ in intermediate states can create them. Spallation neutron sources
have the advantage of producing new particles. A second possibility is provided by the mass
matrix where Majorana states are created through oscillations. Recent results from the
MINOS+ Collaboration reported results [15] that eliminate this possibility. MINOS+ is a
long base line experiment with two detectors; a near detector 1.04 km from the NUMI target
and a far away detector at 735 km. The detectors were designed to search for disappearance
and set a limit sin2 2θ24 < 0.008 and ∆m
2
41 > 10
−2 eV2. The probability for generating an
invisible component in the beam is very small.
Finally, the Majorana neutrinos with low mass will decouple in the early universe and at
the same time will satisfy the Lee–Weinberg bound [32]. An example for an mX = 10 MeV
and a light Majorana is discussed on page 233 of [33]. The value for the product of coupling
required in order to produce the relic abundance of dark matter is very close to the bound
for the coupling constant of the TEXONO experiment plotted in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 1. Differential cross section for elastic antineutrino–electron scattering. The dashed curve is
for the standard model. The solid curve is the standard model plus interference term. The dot-
dashed curve is 20 times the quadratic term. The Xµ boson mass squared is taken to be 8 MeV
2,
the incoming neutrino energy is 8 MeV.
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FIG. 2. Upper limits for the coupling constants obtained from various experiments. The upper
curve is from the ρ-parameter; middle curve from COHERENT [26] and lower curve from elastic
antineutrino–electron scattering [18]. The curve for ν¯e− scattering shows the upper bound for the
coupling
√
λ versus mX .
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